
HOME THEATER RECEIVERS



Integra has been synonymous with high fidelity since 1969, when the name
identified industry-leading flagship amplifiers. Thirty years later in 1999, Integra
launched as a standalone brand dedicated to emerging home installation markets
with a range of solutions that installers could stake their reputations on.

Because of our close relationship with these professionals, the Integra lineup
continues to evolve organically with the needs of a rapidly changing marketplace
while exceeding the high expectations of our customers.

At the same time, we’ve led the industry by demonstrating how state-of-the-art
technologies can improve lifestyles in tangible ways. We’ve powered innovation
and backed it up with swift and reliable support. This philosophy has established
Integra as a dominant player in tailored home entertainment solutions.

The reasons for Integra’s success go beyond continual research and development
and into the relationships formed with the professionals who integrate our
components into modern homes, and with the people who use them.

HERITAGE
OUR PASSION FOR QUALITY, 
BUILT FOR INTEGRATORS



INTEGRA DRX-8.4 OVERVIEW

Onboard diagnostics tool kit
ncluding test patterns and EDID/HDCP adjustment,
virtual remote; all available via web app

THE MOST
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

WORKS WITH SONOS CERTIFIED
These Integra receivers can join an existing Sonos Home Sound
System, or be the start of a new one, just by pairing it with a
Sonos Port*. This Works With Sonos Certified AVR offers a best-in-
class tie-in to the Sonos ecosystem, waking, changing inputs, and
playing at the volume wanted using the Sonos Volume-Pass
Through feature from the Sonos app*.

SMART HOME AUTOMATION
Integra's smart home automation is enhanced by our partnerships
with leading home solution manufacturers. Our AVRs seamlessly
integrate native connectivity, providing direct access to
multimedia sources. Installers can easily control these sources
and achieve multi-zone audio distribution thanks to our dedicated
software team in Osaka, Japan.

Advanced users and installers benefit from our advanced web
setup features, allowing them to configure AVR settings via a web
browser, even in remote locations. Integra AVRs also support
popular remote monitoring systems like Domotz® and OVRC
Pro®, enabling secure access to the AVR's web setup interface
from anywhere. 

DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS
Among a full suite of custom integration software tools, the
diagnostic function allows for identifying potential issues
particularly during product installation.

Our Integra amplifiers have been designed by our Japanese engineers to make installation
quick and easy for you, the installers, and to offer users maximum functionality.



INTEGRA DRX-8.4 OVERVIEW

WHAT'S DIRAC LIVE?
Dirac Live is a complete audio processing solution solving all the possible performance issues
inherent to an audio setup: acoustic and electronic devices’ potential imperfections, but also
room effects playing a predominant role on the final sound quality. 
Dirac Live uses patented, purpose-built technology to correct not only the frequency response -
which is where many other room correction technologies stop – but is also acting in the time
domain, meaning each soundwave hits the ears precisely when the artist intended.
Only Dirac Live delivers phase alignment, speaker driver alignment, room resonance reduction,
and early reflection reduction.

CONSUMER'S BENEFITS
No need to master any complex acoustical knowhow, thanks to a simple smartphone or through
the dedicated PC / MAC OS software, the implementation sequence easily walks the user
through a measurement phase, followed by the calibration step entirely processed in the cloud.
Nevertheless, the final stage allows manual decisions or adjustments on top of the automatic
correction suggested if the user wants to deep dive into its own settings.
Listeners get a more accurate measurement and improvement of their sound system's. The
result after correction is a more precise and balanced equilibrium, cleaner kicks, improved
intelligibility, sharper details, faster transients, deeper extension. Whatever the setup: from a
simple high-end stereo system to a highly complex multichannel home-theater solution, Dirac
Live Room correction suddenly unlocks the loudspeakers' full potential, improving audio
performance across the full frequency bandwidth without any additional hardware upgrade.

THE MOST
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

WIRELESS ROOM CALIBRATION
Dirac Live included for free with DRX-8.4, DRX-5.4 and DRX-3.4



DRX SERIES

Integra provides the highest performance and advanced technical features
available to maximize both the home theater and integration experiences.

THE WORLD’S BEST HOME THEATER RECEIVERS FOR 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT



INTEGRA DRX-8.4 OVERVIEW
DRX-3.4

9.2 Channel Network A/V Receiver

DRX-8.4
11.4 Channel Network A/V Receiver

220 watts per channel

A/V RECEIVERS

9.2 Channel Network A/V Receiver
180 watts per channel

DRX-5.4

DRX-2.4
7.2 Channel Network A/V Receiver

135 watts per channel

DRX-3.4
9.2 Channel Network A/V Receiver

175 watts per channel



INTEGRA DRX-8.4 OVERVIEW
•

150 Watts x 11 amplifier channels
•

All-new Integra symmetric class AB amplifier design
•

11.4 ch preouts (2 independent sub outs)
•

Dirac Live® Room Correction Full Bandwidth included
Dirac Live Bass Control ready as an optional user upgrade

•
High-performance ESS Sabre DACs

•
XLR connectivity

•
Full suite of custom integration software tools

DRX SERIES
COMPARATIVE TABLE

2-year
warranty



integrahometheater.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/premium-audio-company-llc/mycompany/
https://integrahometheater.com/
FreeText
CSN Teknik er autoriseret forhandler og installatør af Integra produkter til HiFi og hjemmebiografen
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